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A Word from Our Principal...
A Community Our Children Can be Proud Of
With the election and inauguration of a new president, our country continues to
splinter in ways that challenge our sense of who we are as a nation. I feel compelled
to lift up the opportunity we have as a school community, to set an example for our
children and others, of how people with differing political and cultural beliefs can
value each other despite our differences, and come together around the common
purpose of educating the children of our community, thereby contributing to a better
society and future.
A while back, we asked ourselves, as part of an ongoing vision process, what values
we want to hold onto no matter what, in times of change. The most strongly held
value by far was "community." There seems to be something special about Maple
Grove in how it serves as a source and place of community, where we are brought
together as families around our most cherished treasure, our children. This common
purpose can overcome our political and cultural differences.
We need not set them aside, but rather appreciate them as part of what makes our
society richer, much as the differences among children in a school make for a richer
education. We can model listening and seeking to understand before we assert our
own views, much as I would hope our students learn to do. We can show empathy
and respect for our fellow human beings, like the kind of classroom environments that
help children to grow and thrive.
In short, we can choose to bring out the best in each other.
In community,
Ian Stone, Principal
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Upcoming Events
February
6 - 17
8
13 - 16

Blanket/Sleeping Bag Drive
PTA General Meeting
Parent-Teacher Conferences (by teacher/parent request)

14

Valentine’s Day Parties

17

Early Release

20

No school, President’s Day Holiday

24

Class Pictures

27

Second Trimester Ends

News from Student Leadership Council
The students are doing a sleeping bag/blanket drive to benefit the Jeffco Action
Center. The Jeffco Action Center provides basic human needs and pathways to selfsufficiency for Jefferson County residents and the homeless. Our drive starts
Feb. 6th and runs through the 17th. Any gently used or new sleeping bags and /or
blankets would be greatly appreciated! Collection boxes will be set up in the
hallways during the drive.

continued...
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Classroom Connection
From the Third Grade Classrooms
The 3rd graders are excited about an opportunity to see how their science and math learning can be put to use
in real-world careers thanks to the help of some visiting scientists and mathematicians. The visitors are
colleagues of Ms. Meeks’s aunt, a chemist with Neptune and Company in Lakewood. With the help of a visiting
statistician, the students collected and analyzed data about their reaction times, a fun activity that connected
to their measurement and graphing unit. Then, after studying about the ways that Earth’s materials break
down, the students talked with a structural engineer about the best way to build dams out of Earth materials.
This spring, scientists will share their work regarding the best Earth materials for storing waste, the periodic
table of elements, and waste water disposal.

continued...
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Classroom Connection, continued...
From the Fourth Grade Classrooms (with some
kindergarten guests)
On January 18, three members of The Colorado Cowboy Poetry Gathering performed
in the library at Maple Grove for fourth grade and their special guests, our
kindergarteners. Susie Knight, Kristyn Harris, and Floyd Beard sang, recited poetry,
and told stories about the old west and life on the range. Students joined in the fun,
singing, learning rope tricks, and even had the chance to Yodel (that doesn't happen
every day!). The performance was scheduled to support fourth grade reading and
social studies curriculum on Westward Expansion and Colorado history. Thank you,
Maple Grove PTA, for making this possible.

Advertising in this newsletter does not imply endorsement by the school or district.
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Classroom Connection, continued...
From the Sixth Grade and Kindergarten Classrooms
On January 20, the 6th graders and their kindergarten buddies attended the stock show together, an annual
tradition. Parent chaperones helped lead small groups through the stock show buildings and students were
able to view a variety of animals and activities.
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From Christy Belmear, Maple Grove Social Worker
How do I have a conversation with my kids?
Have you ever tried to have a conversation with your child, only to get small answers or grunts in return?
Curious parents might ask, “What happened at school today?” and students will just grunt back, “Nothing.”
Want some ideas of how to increase communication with your child? Well check some of these out and try
them out with your child this week.
 Put the devices down. There is simply no way any of you can pay attention to the conversation if any of
you are on devices – phones, ipads, laptops. Have a shut down time and use that time to try and discuss
the day’s events together.
 Do something together while you chat. Kids feel on the spot if you just stare at them and talk, so doing
something together, such as making dinner, driving, or playing basketball might allow the child to feel
less vulnerable, and more willing to talk about things.
 Ask specific questions about the day. Some examples might include: “What was the best part of your
day today?” or “What did you and your friends do at recess?”
 Make sure you tell them about your day too. Modeling is the best way to show your child how to
communicate. Talk about how things went and ways you handled challenges that you faced.
 Have a quiet time at night for being together. Maybe your family decides that dinner time is a
uninterrupted time of the day for the family to be together and listen to each other. Maybe it is at
bedtime, when you can really focus on your child’s day and hearing how things are going at school.
 Get to know their interests. If your child is into Pokemon, ask them about it. Investigate what they enjoy
and let them teach you all about it. You will be surprised how much they want to share with you about
their favorite topics.

Try some of these ideas and see if it is possible to get more information out of your student this month.
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Outdoor Lab
With Maple Grove’s sixth graders gone this first week of
February to Outdoor Lab, it is a good opportunity to share
what Outdoor Lab is all about. Sixth graders in Jeffco Schools
have the opportunity to go for an entire school week (M-F) to
one of two overnight sites, to study science curriculum and
bond with their classmates. Many students later say that this
experience was one of the most outstanding and memorable
times of their Jeffco education. Jeffco used to have outdoor lab in their budget, but in order to have the
program continue, the Outdoor Lab Foundation was established. The information below is from their website
at http://outdoorlabfoundation.org/. If you don’t know much about Outdoor Lab, check it out! Your student
will be in 6th grade before you know it!

What is Outdoor Lab?
Outdoor Lab has been enriching the lives of 6th grade and high school students in Jefferson County for more
than 58 years. Located in the mountains of Colorado, Mount Evans and Windy Peak Schools give ALL students
the opportunity to explore and experience subjects such as earth science, wildlife biology, astronomy, and
forestry in a unique mountain setting. By engaging the students in problem solving, team building, decisionmaking and social interaction, the Outdoor Lab program helps to prepare Jeffco students for successful futures.
Every student is given an opportunity to attend, regardless of physical or mental ability or ability to pay. High
school students return as leaders to help teach the program and have their own unique experience.

What is the Outdoor Lab Foundation?
The Outdoor Lab Foundation was established as a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization in 2003 to ensure the
preservation and contribution of the Outdoor Lab program. The Foundation forges relationships with
businesses, community, and non-profit organizations to fund the Outdoor Lab Schools. It is through
relationships with all interest groups that the Outdoor Lab Foundation plans to sustain this program that will
continue to inspire future youth as they become our scientists, teachers, engineers, business leaders and
thinkers of tomorrow.
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Stay Up to Date!
There are lots of ways to get the information you need from the school and district.
The Maple Grove school website is HERE and always has the following links available:
Quick Links:
2016-17 School Year Calendar
Staff Contact List
Lunch Menus
Jeffco Student and Family Handbook (Conduct Code)
WatchDOGS Sign-Up
Device Handout Documents
The Maple Grove PTA website is HERE and is frequently updated.
You can also remain informed by subscribing to the Maple Grove Facebook and or Twitter accounts.

